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A B S T R A C T   

In this work, the characterization of the RuO2–Rh2O3 system supported on Ag1-xNbO3 (where x ¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.5) 
prepared by the solid-state route at 900 �C for its employment as semiconductor in the production of hydrogen is 
presented. The physicochemical characterization evidences that the structural and electronic differences in the 
support were observed when the content of silver diminished by 50%. By X-ray diffraction of AgNbO3 stoi-
chiometric ratio is confirmed, while the support, where there is a diminution of the silver content, evolved to-
ward Ag2Nb2O11 mixed with the AgNbO3 with a band gap toward the visible region (2.5 eV). The results of 
scanning electron microscopy confirmed the presence of particles with sizes lower than 10 nm in both cases. 
Impregnation of the Ru–Rh bimetallic phase indicates that the amount of dispersed ruthenium compounds 
(RuO2, RuRh2O4 and RuNbO4) were greater than the nominal charge (1.40 >RuO2/Rh2O3 <2.83). The elec-
trochemical evaluation revealed a performance of 2.5-times greater for the 5%RuO2-3% Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 with 
respect to its homologue: 5%RuO2-3% Rh2O3/AgNbO3.   

1. Introduction 

Due to the diminution of the oil reserves in Mexico, the government 
has modified the energy policies to increase the exploitation of crude oil 
in deep waters, in addition to diversify the basic study and the exploi-
tation of renewable energy [1]. Solar energy comprises a convincing 
alternative in terms of the needs of the planet, because it is a source of 
clean, inexhaustible energy, which is easily available in the majority of 
countries, which distances it from geopolitical tension. Additionally, it 
does not pose any environmental threat due to contamination or the 
emission of gases involved in the greenhouse effect [2]. 

The production of hydrogen by means of the reaction of water 
splitting promises to be a way to take advantage of the greatest energy 
source available on planet earth because, if the amount of energy radi-
ated by the sun on the earth in 1 h (4.3E2 J) with respect to the total 
energy consumed on the planet in 1 year (4.1E20 J), it is very clear that 
this route can be taken advantage of as a finite source [3]. Unfortu-
nately, present technological developments can capture less than 2% of 
these resources [3,4]; thus, it is necessary to advance in the design and 

manipulations of materials at the nanometric level in order to increase 
their efficiency and to take advantage more effectively of the greatest 
amount of solar energy. The latter justifies the importance of their study 
of semiconductors as a means to transform solar energy into chemical 
energy [5], in this manner reducing the growing demand for innocuous 
fuels and to diminish the effects of global warming, which are increas-
ingly perceptible by our senses [1,2]. 

Since Fijushima and Honda reported the use of titanium dioxide 
(TiO2) as a semiconductor material, with the capacity to dissociate the 
water molecule into atomic hydrogen and oxygen, through the action of 
UltraViolet (UV) light, an important number of reviews and articles have 
been published that associate progress in the optical properties of the 
different families of materials, such as oxides [6,7], nitrides [8–10], 
sulfides [11], and chalcogenides [12], in the water splitting reaction. 
However, each of these families has its own limitations; for example, the 
metallic oxides have preserved their use in the UV region, the chalco-
genides are materials with a propensity toward photocorrosion and in 
turn the release of toxic metals or, in the case of mixed oxides, the 
combination of sensitivity to visible light, with a low potential of the 
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conduction band that is insufficient for reducing the water into H2 [13]. 
However, the alkaline niobates with an AB2Nb3O10, laminar structure 
where A ¼ K, Rb, Na, and Cs; B––Ca, Sr are considered promising ma-
terials for the photocatalytic generation of hydrogen; nonetheless, their 
low photocatalytic efficiency is associated with rapid recombination and 
the band gap limits their use on the visible region [14]. In contrast, 
niobates with a perovskite-type structure (ANbO3, where A ¼ Cu, Ag, 
and Au) present band gap of 2.7 eV and they are more promising [8]. 

The major challenges so far in the technology of artificial photo-
synthesis reactions are serious electron-hole recombination in bulk 
semiconductors photocatalysts and low adsorption on semiconductor 
surfaces [15,16]. In view of this restriction, the most frequent alterna-
tive is the decoration with metallic nanoparticles, such as Pt [15], Ag 

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction of the samples of AgNbO3 prepared by the solid-state 
route at 900 �C for 12 h. (a) AgNbO3, (b) Ag0.9NbO3, and (c) Ag0.5NbO3 and 
JCPD 01–073–8073 card. 

Fig. 2. Band gap energy of the samples Ag1-xNbO3; x ¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.5 syn-
thesized by the solid-state reaction at 900 �C/12 h. (a) AgNbO3, (b) Ag0.9NbO3, 
and (c) Ag0.5NbO3. 

Fig. 3. Images of the Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM) of Ag1-xNbO3 
supports x ¼ 0, 0.1 and 0.5 synthesized at 900 �C by the solid-state reaction. (a- 
b) AgNbO3 and (c-d) Ag0.5NbO3. 

Fig. 4. Transmission Electronic Microscopy with EDS analysis of the systems of 
the bimetallic catalysts calcined at 400 �C/1 h. (a-b) 1%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/ 
AgNbO3, (c-d) 3%RuO2-3% Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3, and (e-f) 3%RuO2-3% 
Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3. 
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[17], Ru [18] and Rh [16,19] on the semiconductor surface for improve 
photocatalytic water splitting efficiency. The goals are i) metal 
co-catalyst trap the photogenerated electrons from semiconductor in 
promoting the electron hole separation and ii) the surface of cocatalysts 
offers highly reactive sites in promoting the adsorption and the photo-
generated electrons reduce water to form H2 while holes oxidize water 
to form O2 on the oxide support. Nowadays, the most frequent case is 
decoration with metallic nanoparticles, which leads to an important 
increase of photocatalytic efficiency in the production of hydrogen [17, 
20] or the degradation of methyl blue employing NiO/AgNbO3 [21]. On 
the other hand, Yang Lu reported in-situ growth of Ag nanoparticles on 
AgNbO3 by the action of light, with the purpose of improving the 
interaction of the Ag–AgNbO3 interface, achieving interesting results for 
future applications in the treatment of residual waters [17]. 

In this work, an exploratory study is proposed on the effect of the 
RuO2–Rh2O3 active phase distributed on the surface of the Ag1-xNbO3 
system with X ¼ 0, 1, and 0.5, with the purpose of understanding better 
the interaction of the metallic oxides during the electrochemical reac-
tion for the production of hydrogen. 

2. Experimental proccedure 

2.1. Synthesis of niobates 

Preparation of the AgNbO3 was carried out from niobium oxide 
(Nb2O3, Sigma-Aldrich 99.99%) and silver obtained by electrolytical 
process (Ag1þ) as precursors. The electrolytic silver was pulverized into 
a ball-mill in order to obtain a desirable powder, and later, mixed in 
stoichiometric amount with respect to the mass of niobium oxide. Then, 
two mL was immediately added of acetone/methyl alcohol solution, at a 
1:0.5 ratio to the powders, to render the paste more workable, the latter 

was triturated during 1 h to ensure homogeneity. Once the time had 
passed, the paste was left to dry at room temperature and a thermal 
treatment was carried out at 900 �C in a Thermo Scientific Thermolyne 
200 muffler, with a heating ramp of 2 �C.min� 1 in an air atmosphere. 

For the case of synthesis with a non-stoichiometric ratios at 900 �C 
(Ag1-xNbO3 where X ¼ 0.1, and 0.5), the experimental procedure is the 
same, except that the ratio of the silver mass varied with respect to the 
metallic oxide. 

2.2. Impregnation of the Ru and Rh 

The supports of silver niobates Ag1-xNbO3 where x ¼ 0, 0.1 and 0.5 
were impregnated with a triruthenium dodecacarbonyl precursor 
[Ru3(CO12), Sigma-Aldrich]. Each of the supports was decorated with 
theoretical metallic supports of RuO2 ¼ 1, 3, and 5%wt according to the 
following procedure: 0.5 g of silver niobate was weighed and, based on 
this amount, the weighed proportion was calculated of the [Ru3(CO12)] 
necessary for each impregnation. The two solids were mixed in a glass 
containing 50 mL of TetraHydroFuran (THF; Sigma-Aldrich). The solu-
tion was maintained under mechanical agitation 0.5 h, and later, we 
proceeded to eliminate the THF, heating the solution to 60 �C. The 
recovered solids were dried in a furnace at 400 �C during 1 h to ensure 
the formation of the monometallic photocatalyst. 

To obtain the Ru–Rh catalysts, all of the niobates were co- 
impregnated with metallic charges of 1, 3, and 5% of theoretical RuO2 
were co-impregnated with a metallic charge of rhodium (3%wt). For this 
case, we utilized Rh ([acac]3), that is, rhodium acetylacetonate, and 
methyl alcohol (CH3OH) as solvent. The same incipient wetness pro-
cedure was employed to obtain the bimetallic catalysts. 

Fig. 5. XPS narrow spectra of silver niobates (AgNbO3 and Ag0.5NbO3) prepared by the solid-state route and calcined at 900 �C/8 h. (a) Nb 3d5/2, (b) Ag 3d5/2, (c) O 
1s and (d) C1s regions. 
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2.3. Physicochemical characterization of supports and catalysts 

Characterization of the silver niobates prepared by solid state at 
900 �C was performed utilizing the x-ray diffraction technique (XRD), 
using PANalytical X’pert pro equipment, with Cu Kα radiation. 

Afterward, supports were characterized by 380 UV–vis Nicolet spec-
trophotometer, equipped with a diffuse reflectance accessory, with an 
integration sphere (Spectralon model) and transformed utilizing the 
following equation: (F(R).hv)2, to know the band gap. Morphological 
characterization of the prepared catalyst, as well as chemical composi-
tion were determined by Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM) 
with Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS), employing a JEM model 
2010 microscope. Additionally, the presence of the bimetallic phase 
(Ru–Rh) was confirmed by high resolution spectra obtained by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy, utilizing JEOL 9200 equipment; with a 
source of Mg Kα. Correction of the charge displacement was conducted 
using the carbon peak localized at 285 eV (1s) as standard. The spectra 
were deconvoluted employing Origin version 8.2 software and using a 
Shirley-type baseline subtraction. 

Fig. 6. XPS deconvoluted narrow spectra of silver niobates (a) Nb 3d5/2, in AgNbO3 (b) Nb 3d5/2 in Ag0.5NbO3 (c) Ag 3d5/2 in AgNbO3 (d) Ag 3d5/2 in Ag0.5NbO3.  

Table 1 
Elemental chemical composition of the bimetallic catalyst designed in this work.  

Catalyst Theoretical RuO2/Rh2O3 XPS RuO2/Rh2O3 

1%RuO2–3Rh2O3/AgNbO3 0.17 1.42 
3%RuO2–3 Rh2O3/AgNbO3 0.52 1.40 
5%RuO2–3 Rh2O3/AgNbO3 0.87 2.83 
1%RuO2–3 Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 0.17 1.32 
3%RuO2–3 Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 0.52 1.17 
5%RuO2–3 Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 0.87 0.95  

Fig. 7. XPS analysis of the 1%RuO2–3Rh2O3/AgNbO3 catalysts prepared by incipient wetness impregnation and calcined at 450 �C/8 h. (a) Ru and (b) Rh.  
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2.4. Electrochemical evaluation of the materials 

The electrochemical evaluation of the synthesized catalyst was car-
ried out adding 3 mg of silver niobate catalyst to a solution composed of 
6 μL of Nafion (Aldrich, 5 wt%), 60 μL of ethanol (Desarrollo de Espe-
cialidades Quìmicas (DEQ), 99.6%), and 30 μL of deionized water. 
Seeking to promote dispersion of the niobates, the solution was sub-
mitted to an ultrasound treatment during 60 min. Once the ultrasound 
treatment ended, 30 μL of the final solution was deposited onto an ITO 
plate (8–12 Ω.sq� 1 and A ¼ 1.0 cm2) and we waited until observing the 
complete evaporation of the liquid at room temperature. Later, this plate 
was utilized as a working electrode in a compound electrochemical cell 
with the carbon and Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) used as auxiliary 
and reference electrode, respectively. These electrodes were placed in 
contact with a solution of Na2SO4 (0.5 M) utilized as electrolyte. Prior to 
applying the current, the solution in contact with the electrodes was 
purged with argon during 3 min. The i-E profiles were performed in 
VersaStat version 3 equipment with an interval of 0.0–1.0 V, employing 
Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) at a sweep velocity of 5 mV s� 1. 

3. Results 

3.1. Physicochemical characterization of the niobates 

3.1.1. X-ray powder diffraction 
The Fig. 1 depicts the X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD) of the silver 

niobates prepared by means of the solid-state route at 900 �C. In the x- 

ray diffraction spectra (Fig. 1a), it can be observed that in the 
2θ ¼ 20–80 interval, the main reflections are observed of the prepared 
materials (2θ ¼ 31.894, 32.298, 39.5875, 39.8991, 46.007, 46.396, 
46.644, 57,090, 57.563, 57.854, 67.598, 76.443, and 77.390), attrib-
uted to the JCPD 01–073–8073 card, which ensures the obtaining of a 
pure material, corresponding to the orthorhombic crystalline system. 
This arrangement is different from that reported by other authors [21, 
22], The transformation is associated with the type of precursors 
employed, because the transition phases of the AgNbO3 are already 
known and the atomic and physiochemical characteristics are in terms of 
the temperature [17–19]. In addition, at temperatures above 850 �C, the 
silver content of the structure increases, contributing to the symmetry of 
the crystalline arrangement-of-interest [23] (see Fig. 1). 

Thermodynamic viability for obtaining AgNbO3 at temperatures 
near 900 �C permitted the establishment of this temperature for studying 
the effect of the silver content on the Ag1-xNbO3, where X ¼ 0.1 and 0.5. 
The results of the XRD are shown in Fig. 1b and c. For the first case, can 
be observed that the decrease of the silver content in the crystalline 
arrangement of the AgNbO3 does not cause structural changes. This 
result is not in agreement with the one reported by A. Kania, who 
demonstrated the development of the reflections 2θ ¼ 28, 54, and 67, as 
a result of a delay in the diffusion of the materials during the transition 
of the phases. If the reaction takes place at a higher temperature, there is 
the possibility of sublimation of the niobium, and of the increase in the 
concentration of silver [22]. With respect to the Ag0.5NbO3 material, it is 
evident that subtraction of silver leads to a re-ordering of the material, 
promoting the mixture of phases AgNbO3 and Ag2Nb2O11 (monoclinical, 

Fig. 8. XPS analysis of the 5%RuO2–3Rh2O3/AgNbO3 catalyst (a) Ru and (b) Rh.  

Fig. 9. The Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) profile of the niobates synthesized in the present work. (i) Niobates: (a) AgNbO3 and (b) Ag0.5NbO3. (ii) Catalysts of 
Ru–Rh supported on Ag1-xNbO3. (a)3%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/AgNbO3, (a) 5%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/AgNbO3, (c) 5%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3. 
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01–078–5128). 

3.1.2. Band gap energy 
The results of the optical characterization of the synthesized niobates 

at 900 �C presented band gap values of 2.65 eV (Fig. 2). This value is 
slightly less than that reported in other works, that is, 2.8 � 0.1 eV [24]. 

According to Hideki K. et al. AgNbO3 possesses very similar optical 
and structural characteristics to those of NaNbO3 and NaTaO3, but its 
luminescent character makes it poorly competitive for optical applica-
tions, thus the need to impregnate it with metals [25]. The Ag0.5NbO3 
system includes a shift toward the ultraviolet (UV) region, but the value 
is nearer that of the stoichiometric niobate. In contrast, in the Ag0.5NbO3 
sample, the Eg is associated with the presence of vacancies in its struc-
ture due to silver deficit. It is possible that this action affects the energy 
of delocalization of the electrons and leads to a band gap energy shift up 
to 2.4 eV [25]. 

From the optical and structural characterization, significant differ-
ences were not observed amongst samples AgNbO3 and Ag0.9NbO3. 
From the next section, the comparative study will only continue between 
the AgNbO3 and Ag0.5NbO3 supports obtained by the solid-state route at 
900 �C. 

3.1.3. Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM) 
In Fig. 3a–d, TEM images of both samples are presented. According 

to the images, we are able to observe that the support with perovskite 
structure is an agglomerate constituted of particles smaller than 10 nm. 
The elemental analysis indicates that for Ag, Nb, and O, the molar ratio 
is very near to 1:1:3, but the interplanar distances (0.278 nm) reveal that 
on the support segregated spherical particles of Ag2O (0.243 nm) are 
found [4]. The morphology obtained in this work differs from that re-
ported for ABO3-type perovskites, which are principally constituted of 
agglomerated blocks and staircases are observed on their borders [17, 
20,26]; therefore, the use of silver obtained by electrolytic process is 
determinant in terms of the morphological characteristics of the cata-
lyst. In the case of the Ag0.5NbO3 support, the morphology corresponds 
to a rectangular prism of several nanometers in length that is charac-
teristic of double perovskites and is in agreement with the result of XRD 
(see Fig. 3c). The interplanar distance of this support was of 0.307 nm 
and is according with the elemental analysis for Ag2Nb4O11 structure 
which the experimental Ag/Nb ratio is 6.45 as result of the evaporation 
of the niobate. 

3.2. Characterization of the active phase (RuO2–Rh2O3) 

In this sections is shown the characterization of the decoration of 
AgNbO3 and Ag0.5NbO3 with metallic nanoparticles based on the 
reversible oxidation state (þ3, þ4) of the Rh ions in alloy with RuO2, it 
could be an important factor to increase H2 evolution for electrocatalysts 
[27]. 

3.2.1. TEM-EDS 
In Fig. 4, the most representative images are shown for catalyst of 

constant metallic charge of 3%wt of Rh2O3 and varying the content of 
RuO2 (1, 3, and 5%wt) calcined at 400 �C in an air atmosphere. 

Fig. 4a corresponds to the nominal-charge of 1%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/ 
AgNbO3 catalyst. According to the chemical analysis (Fig. 4b), the 
particle shown contains in average 8.60%wt RuO2 and 4.20%wt of 
Rh2O3 corresponding to the RuO2/Rh2O3 ¼ 2.0 ratio. For the 1%RuO2- 
3% Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 catalyst, the chemical analysis revealed that the 
metallic charge was 1.55%wt RuO2 and 0.72%wt Rh2O3 (RuO2/ 
Rh2O3 ¼ 2.15). Image 4e corresponds to the 3%RuO2-3% Rh2O3/ 
Ag0.5NbO system; elemental analysis by EDS indicates that the surface 
demonstrated corresponds to the agglomerated nanoparticles of RuO2, 
because the interplanar distance corresponds to 0.17 nm corresponding 
to the face (2,1,1), which is characteristic of these crystalline nano-
particles [28]. 

3.2.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
In Fig. 5(a–d) are depicted the characteristic high resolution narrow 

spectra for Ag 3d5/2, Nb 3d5/2, O 1s and C 1s region for AgNbO3 
compared to the Ag0.5NbO3 support, from spectra were determined the 
elemental chemical composition in the materials surface. It is clear that 
both samples present slight differences in chemical shifts mainly in Nb, 
Ag and O reflecting changes in chemical environment due to changes in 
chemical states. It is important to note that the proportion incorporated 
of Ag in the support is promotes the structural changes. The narrow 
spectra for O 1s is very clear, in Fig. 5c can be seen the main peak, 
located at 531.7 and 532 eV for Ag0.5NbO3 and AgNbO3 respectively. 

Analyzing spectra in detail, changes in spectra of the AgNbO3 and 
Ag0.5NbO3 supports were observed, from Fig. 6(a–d) is observed that Nb 
spectra is more intense when Ag content is low, this could be attributed 
to a structure distortion with Ag increases. The spectrum of Nb 3d5/2 
region shows two main doublets, one doublet with peaks located at 
205.6 and 208.4 eV and the other doublet with peaks located in 206.7 
and 209.7 eV, attributed to Nb in Nb2O3 and the Nb in the Ag0.5NbO3 
structure respectively, as can be seen in Fig. 6 (a). The spectrum of Nb 
3d5/2 region in Fig. 6 (b) shows two doublets which have a slight shift, 
one doublet located in 205.2 and 209.6 eV attributed to the Nb in Nb2O3 
and the other doublet located in 207.3 and 211.5 eV due to the Nb in 
AgNbO3. Spectra of Ag 3d5/2 region reveal three main doublets, the first 
doublet located in 366 and 372.8 eV, the second doublet in 367.3 and 
373.8 eV and the third doublet in 370 and 375.2 eV as is observed in 
Fig. 6 (c) and (d), this doublets were attributed most probably to the Ag 
as Ag2O, Ag in the niobate (AgxNbO3) and some Ag þ that is outside to 
the niobate structure. 

As part of the characterization of the chemical state and of the 
electronic structure of the Ru–Rh catalysts, the elemental chemical 
composition of the electrocatalysts was determined (see Table 1). The 
results indicate that the amount of RuO2 dispersed was greater than the 
nominal charge (1.40 > RuO2/Rh2O3 <2.83) for the AgNbO3 support, 
while in the other supports, a lesser nominal amount of RuO2 (RuO2/ 
Rh2O3 ¼ 0.95) was observed. This is supported by the TEM image 4a, in 
which RuO2 nanoparticles are presented. 

In Fig. 7, the characteristic spectrum of catalyst 1%RuO2–3Rh2O3/ 
AgNbO3 is shown. By means of this technique, the presence of Ru is 
confirmed in the 278–282 eV interval, highlighting the characteristic 
signal of 279.7 eV and that is associated with the presence of RuO2 [18, 
29] and the 281.4 eV related to the RuO3, while the most outstanding 
signal of rhodium is found slight shift at 307.2 eV and is associated with 
Ru2O3, a signal in 308.4 eV attributed to the RuRh2O4 and the 309.2 eV 
attributed to RhNbO4 [30]. Fig. 8 shows the spectrum for the catalyst 5% 
RuO2–3Rh2O3/AgNbO3, similar peaks were found, it seems that the 
peak located at 309.8 eV, which was attributed to the Rh in the RuRh2O4 
is slightly lower in this catalyst than the observed in the catalyst with 1% 
of Ru. 

3.3. Electrochemical tests 

Fig. 9 depicts the results of the linear sweep voltammetry, in which 
the profiles of current vs. potential can describe a Hydrogen Evolution 
Reaction (HER). In Fig. 9, it can be appreciated that the supports 
(AgNbO3 and Ag0.5NbO3) present a response in the faradaic current; 
however, one may clearly observe an increase in such a response when 
the Ag content in the support diminished. This behavior can be attrib-
uted to the absence of Ag2O nanoparticles dispersed in the support, in 
addition to the structural disorder due to the presence of the phases of 
AgNbO3 (orthorhombic) and Ag2Nb4O11 (monoclinical) in the non- 
stoichiometric sample. According to D. Woodward et al., Ag2Nb4O11 is 
not constituted solely of octahedrons that share corners, but it is also 
composed of NbO7 polyhedrons with shared and distorted borders at the 
corners containing regular octahedrons of NbO6 and probably it im-
proves the electrical response [31]. 

Fig. 9b reveals that the presence of the co-catalyzers of Rh–Ru in 
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different atomic ratios increases, at around five times the order-of- 
magnitude, the response of the current supported in AgNbO3, remark-
ing that the response of the faradaic current is observed as increased in 
terms of the content of RuO2. 

For the case of the sample in which the active phase is supported in a 
mixture of phases (5%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3), a notable increase 
in the response of the faradaic current was observed (10 times) respect 
to the non-impregnated sample (Ag0.5NbO3). This current was more 
than double compared with the best bimetallic electrocatalyst supported 
on stoichiometric silver niobate (5%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/AgNbO3). This 
result could probably be associated with a homogeneous dispersion of 
the metallic phases as RuO2 and RuRh2O4 recognized with XPS analysis. 
This hypothesis is supported by the elemental atomic composition 
shown in Table 1, where the RuO2/Rh2O3 ratios around 1.32 played a 
positive role in improving the performance of HER, especially for the 
5.0%RuO2–3Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3. J. M. Sieven has claimed reduction po-
tential shifts towards a more negative potential due to the formation of 
more stable complexes of Ru (II) and Rh (III) to promote a better 
interaction support-metals and empowering the electronic properties of 
the system in the HER [32]. Finally, it is noted that the good HER ac-
tivity of 5.0%RuO2–3Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3, depicts an important 
improvement in HER activities for niobates systems, but their perfor-
mances were less attractive in comparison with commercial Pt–C elec-
trode previously reported (current density � 100 mA cm� 2, over 
potential � 120 mV and total slope < 50 mV.dec� 1) [33–35]. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, it was evidenced that the modification of the Ag/Nb 
ratio in the AgNbO3 system synthesized by solid state at 900 �C gave rise 
to optical and structural changes in the X ¼ 0–0.5 interval. It is note-
worthy that the absence of silver caused a structural evolution toward a 
double perovskite structure and a shift of 0.2 eV toward the visible re-
gion (2.4 eV). Both systems (AgNbO3 and Ag0.5NbO3) were impregnated 
with different RuO2/Rh2O3 ratios and were evaluated electrochemi-
cally. The results revealed increases of around 2.5-times the orders-of- 
magnitude of the bimetallic system supported on Ag0.5NbO3 with 
respect to the current supported on AgNbO3, remarking that the 
response of the faradaic current increased in terms of the content of 
RuO2, as indicated by the 5%RuO2–3%Rh2O3/Ag0.5NbO3 system as the 
result of better interaction between the support and the active phase. 
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